Instructions for material to be posted on Health Cluster website

The newly designed Health Cluster website (www.who.int/health-cluster) is ready to showcase the incredible work of Health Clusters around the world.

Please send your stories, photos and other content to Elisabetta Minelli at minellie@who.int.

Stories and quotes
- The story should be about the work of the Health Cluster in a specific country and the role partners play.
- The story can be in a draft format of about 300/500 words. The shorter it is, the better it is for the web.
- The story can be a piece already published by partners that we can rework and republish here.
- Quotes can be from Health Cluster Coordinators or Health Cluster partners highlighting the work of the Health Cluster and its value in coordinating the response to health emergencies.

Photos
- The photo should represent the work of the Health Cluster.
- The photo could represent partners in action - delivering services, or meetings of partners.
- A photo promoting the work of multiple partners will be given priority over a photo representing the work of one single partner.
- The photo should be of good quality with high resolution.
- Please provide us the credit of the photo and a small description of what the photo represents, including place and date.

Please also send your suggestions on any additional content you think we could publish on this website.

Many thanks!